
 
 

 
 

Roundtable Tackles Road Closure Policies 
December 14, 2018  
 
(WATFORD CITY)  Western North Dakota county highway managers sat down with oil industry representatives this week 
to discuss ways to keep the industry moving during times of inclement weather, while still protecting the integrity of 
gravel roads that are also used by members of the public. 
 
The roundtable was organized by the ND Local Technical Assistance Program, which provides workshops on road 
maintenance throughout the state. The western roundtable is an annual event, but for the first time oil industry 
representatives were invited to attend the meeting to discuss concerns with road management practices.  
 
Storage tanks on a well pad typically hold 10,000 barrels or less, so crude oil and produced water have to be continually 
transported off site. If a rain event causes roads to be closed to heavy trucks for a period of time, it can force companies 
to shut down a well if the tanks get full. 
 
County road managers say they’re sensitive to the problems road restrictions cause, but the safety of the traveling 
public is their top priority.   
 
"If we could come up with a 'no harms' agreement or something that basically says, 'you want to use the road, we're 
alright with that, but you maintain it and you're also going to take the liability for it if something happens,'" said Mike 
Zimmerman, road superintendent in Dunn County. 
 
Other road managers at the roundtable said they want oilfield truckers to understand how vital the roads are, not just to 
residents living there, but to people working in the industry. 
 
"It's not just the homeowners, but the industry people that are working on the site, when they are injured, emergency 
units are responding for them too,” said Suhail Kanwar, Public Works Administrator in McKenzie County. “Keep in mind 
you will not receive the service if you do not have the road. We are looking out for everyone, for you and the citizens as 
well." 
 
Road managers say in rare circumstances, they can make an exception to their road restriction policies, but usually the 
policies must be strictly enforced. 
 
"I get so many calls, they'll say, ‘I'm a mile off the highway, my trucks are empty,’ and I'll let 'em go,” said Al Heiser, road 
superintendent in Stark County. “But where do you draw the line in the sand? You feel sorry for these people 
sometimes, but for most of them it's ‘no, you're gonna stay there until the sun comes out.’”   
 
Kanwar said policies become difficult to enforce if exceptions are made, so he discourages it. He said practices have 
been in place long enough that companies should know what to expect and plan ahead. 
 
“Forecasts are getting are better and we know when the rains are coming, so we expect industry to plan for them,” he 
said. “We give them (notice) that they have an hour or so to get out if they're on a road. We send warning emails that 
the roads will be shut down.” 



 
McKenzie County Commission Chairman Tom McCabe, a lifelong county resident, said he doesn’t like it when road 
restrictions are imposed. He said his sympathy is not for the oil companies, but for the people whose lives it affects.  
 
"I personally think it stinks when they close the roads,” McCabe said. “Not so much (for the oil companies), it's for all the 
people that don't get to work. I figure every day the oil industry is closed down because of rain costs between $500,000 
and $1 million a day of taxable income.” 
 
McCabe said he thinks McKenzie County can find better ways to manage its road restriction policies. 
 
“If it rains on Friday, they don't open it up until Monday which I think is completely wrong,” he said. “I'd rather see a 
program where we have reduced speeds, set up something with the oil companies where you can still haul your product, 
but you can't drive more than 20 mph on our roads.” 
 
“There has to be something better than the way we're doing it now because we're putting people out of work,” McCabe 
continued. “I talk to trucking companies who cannot keep employees because of McKenzie County’s practice of shutting 
the roads down.”  
 
Oil companies representatives at the roundtable liked the idea of an arrangement that would allow them to keep 
working. 
 
“There's two factors we're dealing with here, speed and weight. Could we entertain maybe a two-tiered restriction?” 
asked Guy Aman with Continental Resources. “We get a little bit (of rain), reduce the speed. We get a lot of rain, we 
reduce the speed plus the weight. We would much rather operate not quite as efficiently versus not at all."  
 
Dunn County Commissioner Daryl Dukart said he was skeptical that temporary speed reductions would work.  
 
“What I look at is, you can reduce your speeds, the trouble is it still comes back to, ‘how do we enforce anything that 
give us any type of leverage to come back after you for the damage that you've done on the road when it's severe?’” he 
asked.  
 
“I know we need to have a solution. We realize what you bring to our counties and our communities,” Dukart added. “I 
still believe it comes back to a lot of communication from you guys. Advance notices. ‘I have a well on XYZ road that's 
going to be closed in if we don't get some oil moved out of there.’ Talk to the road superintendent, can we get 
something done?” 
 
The cost to repair roads is another component that must be considered, according to Mountrail County Commissioner 
Trudy Ruland. She said the worse the damage, the more it costs to repair. 
 
“I think one thing you have to realize is when we allow traveling on a road and taking it totally down to nothing, 
destroying it basically, is the cost,” Ruland said. “We're looking at repairing a township road and it's more than half a 
million dollars a mile because it was just allowed to be used all the time. The townships and the counties don't have the 
money to do that, especially the townships. It's a real hardship.” 


